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Seized timber in Myanmar.
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Overview
After viewing documents for 10 shipments of teak imported into
Croatia and analysing trade data of reported timber exports from
Myanmar to a range of countries, the Environmental Investigation
Agency (EIA) has identified a pattern of apparent tax evasion by
companies exporting timber products from Myanmar.
Myanmar applies a Special Goods Tax (SGT) on exports
of wood logs and wood cuttings, including sawn wood,
but not on more processed timber products.
Additionally, the Myanmar Customs Tariff (MCT) has a
higher rate for export of less processed timber products
compared to those that are value added.
Based on the documents EIA has viewed, we believe
private companies exporting timber purchased from
the state-run Myanma Timber Enterprise (MTE) have
been overstating how processed their timber is in order
to avoid paying the SGT and to pay a reduced MCT,
1
specifically in relation to shipments of teak board .
The documents EIA has inspected also raise concerns
about other illegal actions. Specifically, EIA believes:
• private companies in Myanmar are not paying the
amount of tax they ought to on exports of teak to the
EU. These exports include several that were
delivered to Viator Pula in Croatia. We found that the
companies avoided paying nearly $80,000 in taxes
(SGT and MCT). Analysis of trade data leads us to
believe that this tax evasion is more systematic,
amounting to many millions of dollars in unpaid SGT
and MCT;
Below: In Europe, Myanmar teak is used for the luxury yacht
market, on boats owned by some of the world’s wealthiest people.

• if the discrepancies EIA has observed are reflected in
the Myanmar companies’ export declarations, they
will be committing criminal offences under
Myanmar tax and customs law, amounting to tax
evasion and customs fraud;
• based on the above, it is likely that Viator Pula, the
Croatian company acting as the EU “operator” by
placing the timber on the market in the EU, has
imported “illegally harvested timber” as set out in the
EU Timber Regulation (EUTR), as violations of
customs and trade rules related to timber are
predicate offences under the EUTR;
• there is evidence suggesting similar violations may
have occurred for timber supplied for renovating the
Gorch Fock tall ship of the German Navy;
• there is evidence of trade mis-invoicing to avoid
taxes on company profits in Myanmar. This involves
many of the Myanmar companies trading their teak
through related parties in Singapore at significantly
lower prices than the traders in the EU are being
charged. This would be done by the companies in
order to understate their income and thus reduce
their tax burden in Myanmar;
• four companies (ABC in Slovenia, HF Italy in Italy,
Houthandel Boogaerdt in the Netherlands and WOB
Timber in Germany) in the EU have received this
illegally harvested timber and benefitted from having
paid reduced price for their timber.
2

Analysis of trade data leads us to believe that the
tax evasion identified is more widespread than just
the shipments to Croatia covered in the documents
shared by the Croatian authorities. This pattern may
be depriving the Myanmar Government of millions
of dollars of tax revenue every year (e.g. in 2019 we
calculate that nearly $21 million was not paid by
companies through this approach), creating an
uneven playing field favouring companies which
are avoiding paying tax and violating laws in other
countries prohibiting the import of illegally
harvested timber.
EIA’s findings and their implications for Myanmar’s
timber trade are set out in this briefing.

4
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The Croatian connection – more than due
diligence failures
Following a Freedom of Information request in March 2020, EIA
received more than 1,000 pages of documents from the Croatian
Ministry of Agriculture for 10 shipments of Myanmar teak being
imported into Croatia.
The shipments originated in Yangon port and were
imported into Croatia through Rijeka port. The
documents revealed a scheme to use a Croatian
company, Viator Pula, to supply teak to companies
throughout Europe, avoiding enforcement of the EUTR
in a range of countries where direct trade in Myanmar
teak had been stopped.

Agriculture, making it impossible to verify the chain
of custody (i.e., that the timber products in the
shipments originated from specific forest stands and
were legally harvested). In May 2020, EIA published a
report The Croatian Connection Exposed on the early
findings of the work focusing on attempts to
3
circumvent the EUTR .

Analysis found major weaknesses in the documentation
provided by Viator Pula to the Croatian Ministry of

Above: Documents EIA was able to view of shipments from
Myanmar to Croatia.
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Above: A comparison of the HS codes and product descriptions
used in one of the shipments. [Above] is the information on the
import into Croatia while [below] is the export from Myanmar.
The documents above and right are for Shipment 6, Table 1

Right: A comparison between the declared price on export from
Myanmar, and the invoice issued from a Singapore company to
Viator Pula in Croatia. The invoice to Viator is much higher than
the value declared on export. The values are highlighted with a
red circle.

The description of the goods on import is in the box labelled 31,
and translates as: Teak boards, not planed or sanded / Wood
sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not
planed, sanded or end-jointed, of a thickness exceeding 6 mm:
tropical: other: teak: tiama, tola other: other: other.

6
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These documents also provide the basis for EIA’s
concerns about possible evasion of tax in Myanmar.
Our concerns originate from discrepancies in weight,
4
value and Harmonised System (HS) code (see table 1
for overview of the shipments), which are strong
indicators of attempts to evade paying tax and,
possibly, other disreputable activities.
EIA is also concerned about the possibility of money
laundering where tax evasion provides a predicate
offence. The discrepancies in the documents can be
summarised as follows:
• four of the 10 shipments (shipments 4, 7-9, table 1)
had changes in weight between export and import
declarations in Yangon and Rijeka, respectively;

• HS codes for seven of the shipments were different
between declarations in Yangon and Rijeka
(shipments 1-2, 4-8). HS codes are an international
customs code that indicate what kind of product is
5
being cleared through customs . The difference in
the HS codes is notable as they are declared as
6
highly processed (441810 ) when leaving Yangon
and less processed when arriving in Rijeka
7
(440729 ); eight shipments (shipments 1-3, 5-8, 10)
were declared as “teak boards, not planed or sanded”
on import into Croatia. One shipment (shipment 4)
was declared as “teak sanded boards” and one final
one (shipment 9) was “finished teak floor”. Where
EIA had the documentation, apart from one instance,
the shipments declared as teak boards on import
had been declared as teak mini-decking or teak

scantling on export – once again, more processed on
leaving Myanmar than on arriving in Croatia;

• ABC Net (Slovenia)
• Crown Holdings (Belgium)

• there were often notable differences in the declared
8
values of the shipments in Yangon and Rijeka .
For example, one shipment (shipment 6) has a
declared value of $65,870 on the export declaration
and a value of $274,184 on the declaration (SAD) in
Rijeka. With the shipping costs being $2,670, this
means that the value changes by $205,644
during shipment.

• HF Italy (Italy)
• Houthandel Boogaerdt (the Netherlands)
• Vandecasteele Houtimport (Belgium)
• WOB Timber (Germany)

According to the documents, the 10 shipments
were all imported into Croatia by Viator Pula and
nine of them were then sold to various companies in
the EU:

Table 1: Overview of the 10 shipments 9

Shipment 1.
Viator Pula

Shipment 2.
HF Italy

Shipment 3.
Crown Teak

Shipment 4.
ABC

Shipment 5.
WOB Timber

Shipment 6.
Houthandel
Boogaerdt

Shipment 7.
HF Italy

Shipment 8.
ABC

Shipment 9.
Houthandel
Boogaerdt

Shipment 10.
Vandecasteelle
Houtimport

Shipment dates (departure
Yangon - arrival Rijeka)

D: 13/08/17
A: 20/09/17

D: 22/12/17
A: 30/01/18

D: 07/07/18
A: 17/09/18

D: 29/07/18
A: 30/08/18

D: 13/12/18
A: 15/01/19

D: 01/02/19
A: 19/03/19

D: 25/02/19
A: 27/03/19

D: 20/03/19
A: 24/04/19

D: 20/03/19
A: 24/04/19

D: 06/04/19
A: 29/05/19

Weight (Kg) Yangon
(Export licence)

Not available (NA)

NA

NA

10,921.44

NA

15,744.77

11,447.39

10,854.00

11,454.33

NA

Weight (Kg) Rijeka (SAD )

14,400

13,970

11,550

17,380

20,050

15,744.77

16,710

13,400

14,100

7,230

Pieces - Yangon (Export
declaration (ED))

1,046

1,891

676

9,042

2,617

10,892

1,430

1,720

27,840

2,206

Pieces - Rijeka (SAD)

1,046

1,891

676

9,042

2,617

10,892

2,566

1,720

27,840

2,206

US$ Value Yangon (ED)

48,248.26

45,686.98

48,058.65

62,502.58

52,105.51

65,870.60

46,775.76

41,123.48

108,153.92

62,681.15

Value of shipment (ED and
shipment costs (US$))

49,723.32

46,883.59

49,686.02

64,651.07

54,959.22

68,540.98

48,352.02

42,871.17

109,899.36

NA

US$ Value Rijeka (SAD)

70,152.58

77,118.45

67,543.60

74,090.70

90,542.81

274,184.76

66,377.37

56,663.72

97,132.10

101,833.07

US$ value difference
(Rijeka (SAD) - Yangon
(ED and shipping costs))

20,429.26

30,234.86

17,857.58

9,439.63

35,583.59

205,643.78

18,025.35

13,792.55

-12,767.26

NA

HS code Yangon (ED)

4418100030

4418100030

4407

4418100030

4418

4418100030

4418

4418100030

4418

4407296900

HS code Rijeka (SAD)

44072985

44072995

44072995

44072995

44072985

44072985

44072995

44072985

44189990

44072995

Estimated (SGT@10%) tax
)13
avoided for export (US$

4,824.83

4,568.70

0

6,250.26

5,210.55

6,587.06

4,677.58

4,112.35

0

0

Estimated Customs Duty
avoided (15% for 4407 &
3% for 4418 (US$))

5,789.79

5,482.44

0

7,500.31

6,252.66

7,904.47

5,613.09

4,934.82

0

0

Estimated total unpaid SGT
and MCT (US$)

10,614.62

10,051.14

0

13,750.57

11,463.21

14,491.53

10,290.67

9,047.17

0

0

10
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Myanmar’s tax system and the document
discrepancies
Myanmar’s export procedures
In order to have committed tax evasion, the companies
exporting timber would have to mis-declare the nature
of the goods being exported when clearing customs in
Myanmar.
Export licenses are required for the export of timber
14
products from Myanmar . Exports through Yangon
Port are processed through a customs clearance
system whereby documentation must be submitted,
followed by a possible physical examination of the
goods being exported and a confirmation that any
taxes have been paid.
The Myanmar Trade Portal explains the export process
15
as follows :

The user submits electronically the export declaration
(EDC) along with supporting documents via the MACCS
[Myanmar Automated Cargo Clearance System]. For
the complete and correct application, the authorized
Below: Yangon port, where all the shipments originated.

officer will examine the cargo as categorized by the
Customs Inspector (CKO). … If a tax is applied to the
exported consignment, the user will be required to
proceed for the registration of tax payment and wait
for the registration of tax payment receipt
confirmation (RCC). Once the user submits the RCC,
the authorized officer will allow the shipment.
It also explains tax payments:

Once a declaration has been submitted and accepted
by Customs, Customs will require the payment of
duties on specific export products.
This means that the export declaration submitted by a
company is used as the basis to determine the duties
that are paid on exports.
A crucial step in the process is the application for an
export licence. This involves the company applying for
the licence to provide details of the product being
exported, including a description of the goods, HS code,
value and quantity. These are all details provided in a
document to the Department of Trade.

When EIA met with the Container Control Unit of
Myanmar Customs in 2017, the procedure for
inspecting exports was described as follows:

For all wood exports (including finished products) both
customs and Forest Department are involved. FD staff
are responsible for inspecting wood products in situ at
the point of loading into containers, usually at wood
depots / factories. FD staff then attach a seal to the
container after inspection. When the container arrives
at the port, customs check the seal is intact and then
replace it with a customs seal and the container is
cleared. If there is evidence of tampering the container
is put through the x-ray machine.
This procedure ought to protect against smuggling of
illegal timber by mis-declaring quantities of timber in
containers. However, customs officers do not
physically inspect the goods and therefore may rely on
accurate declarations when they come to assess
features of the timber related to customs and export
tariffs, including the HS code, value of the goods and
descriptions of the goods.
Myanmar’s tax system for sale and export of timber
products
16

Under legislation introduced in 2016 , Myanmar
17
applied a “Special Goods Tax for Export ” (SGT) of 50
18
per cent on timber logs and wood cuttings . This SGT
was applied to teak and hard wood logs as well as teak
and hardwood cuttings of 10 square inches and above.
The SGT was reduced in 2017 (coming into force 1 April
19
2017) to a rate of 10 per cent .
According to advice from a Myanmar law firm, the
Special Goods Tax applies to rough sawn goods,
20
including sawn timber, flitches and tabletops, but
does not apply to more processed wood products such
21
as window frames or furniture . Under the
Harmonised Code system, the SGT for 2017 onwards
would apply to timber declared under the HS Code
4407 but not under the HS Code 4418. A Government
Notification setting out the interpretation of the tax
clarifies this further, as it sets out specific goods within
22
the 4407 HS code that the tax applies to . According to
this document, one of the goods to which the tax does
apply is teak board.
Additionally, under the Customs Tariff (MCT), which
23
was amended in 2017 , a Duty rate of 15 per cent was
applied for less processed timber products (e.g. 4407)
compared to three per cent for more processed products
(e.g. 4418). However, the law firm’s advice indicates
that in practice the Myanmar Customs Department
usually does not collect the MCT for these types of
goods. EIA is unable to ascertain the reason for this.
This distinction in the application of the SGT and MCT
means that when any taxable timber product is
exported from Myanmar and is incorrectly declared to

10
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Above: Photocopy of Government notification of goods under HS
code 4407

be more processed than it is, the company exporting
the product is paying less tax than it ought to be.
One of the policy aims of taxing processed goods less
than raw materials will be to shift the incentives on
timber producers away from cutting forests down and
exporting timber as rapidly as possible, to investing
more in processing value added products in Myanmar
for export.
This approach is important for economic development
as it will encourage investment in industry in
Myanmar to produce more processed timber products
and also good for forests as it encourages investment
in creating higher quality products rather than felling
24
as much timber as possible . Failing to pay this tax
undermines these policy goals and hurts Myanmar’s
economic and social development, as well as its
forests.
Unpacking the tax evasion in the 10 shipments
Analysis of the documents of the 10 shipments led EIA
to conclude that the traders did not pay nearly $80,000
in SGT and MCT (Table 1).
When EIA presented this analysis to Viator Pula, it
responded by stating that the picture is nuanced,
explaining that it is the description of the goods rather
than the HS code which is most important for the
application of the export taxes, specifically the SGT –
so not all products which the code 4407 applies to are
necessarily taxable.
We were also presented with a translation, certified by
a notary public in Myanmar, of a Government
Notification providing a more detailed definition of
goods to which the SGT is applied. This definition
included a list of product “types” to which the tax
applied. Crucially, one of these types is “board” (see
image above).

11

This response from Viator Pula seems to be arguing
that the SGT is applied to only some products which
fall within the HS Code 4407, excluding the teak
products being exported by the Myanmar companies
and imported into Croatia. However, in nine instances
the timber was declared as “teak board” on import into
Croatia, meaning that either the import declarations
were wrong in Croatia or the export tax should have
been applied to those shipments in Myanmar.

when two related parties (e.g. as a subsidiary, affiliate,
as well as ownership) trade with each other; however,
when agreeing on a price for the transaction, they
reduce or increase the value of the goods outside the
market average in order to reduce the tax burden. In this
instance, the documentation demonstrated possible
signs of trade mis-invoicing, specifically export underinvoicing, described by Global Financial Integrity as:

timber. There are no invoices between the entities
in Singapore and the companies in Myanmar
supplying the timber.
Because of this missing link, we are lacking
information necessary to identify how much
money the Myanmar companies are making from
the timber and how much, if any, of the profits
for the timber are ever actually transferred into
Myanmar. The only evidence we have for the
value being received in Myanmar for the timber are
the figures being declared on export, which in all
cases differ, often significantly, from the values in
the invoices and the import declaration (SAD)
in Croatia.

Viator’s explanation does not really answer the
problem either, since the HS Code must match the
description of the goods and if it does not, then the HS
code has been incorrectly provided.

Export under-invoicing involves under-reporting the
amount of exports leaving a country in order to evade
or avoid taxes on corporate profits in the country of
export by having the difference in value deposited into
25
a foreign account .

The documents for the 10 shipments also show
possible transfer mispricing. Transfer mispricing is

This may explain the significant changes in the value
of most of the 10 shipments.

However, we do have documentation showing:

Below: Timber EIA investigators viewed at a warehouse
in Myanmar.

The documents for the 10 shipments include invoices
issued to Viator Pula by entities in Singapore for the

• wood products were exported from Myanmar to
Croatia;

• those products arrived and were imported into
Croatia;
• invoices for this timber were issued from Singapore
companies to the Croatian company Viator Pula;
• there were significant price differences between the
declared export value and the declared import value
(which reflected the price in the invoices).
This suggests that the timber was first sold by the
Myanmar companies to the Singapore companies,
which then sold the timber on to Viator Pula. The
difference in value potentially indicates that the
Myanmar companies under-declared the value of the
timber when selling it to the Singapore companies;
when the Singapore companies then sold the timber
on to Viator Pula, the difference in value remained in
Singapore.
Companies in Myanmar pay a Corporate Income Tax of
25 per cent. As this tax is applied to corporate profits, a
company can evade the tax if it can mis-declare its
profits. One way of doing this is by under-declaring the
value of exported goods and receiving actual payment
for the goods into another country with a lower
corporate tax rate – such as Singapore, which has a
corporate tax rate of 17 per cent.
Analysis of the documents, as well as additional
research, determined that at least five of the shipments
transited in Singapore on the way to Croatia.
According to the documents, the ownership of the
shipments was also transferred from Myanmar
companies to traders registered in Singapore.
Follow-up research found there were overlaps in the
ownership of the companies within Myanmar, but,
more notably overlapping owners and directors
between the Myanmar companies and those in
Singapore. We found that the Myanmar/Singapore
ownership and management overlap covered eight of
the shipments.
When we contacted Viator Pula and suggested that the
changes in value could be connected to tax evasion, it
responded by stating “the value declared on export
from Yangon is the sales of Myanmar company to
Singapore company, and the value declared on import
to Croatia is the invoice of Singapore company (the one
we are buying from) to our Croatian company”.
This might be a reasonable excuse if the
Myanmar/Singapore was an arms-length transaction.
However, the shared ownership between the
companies indicates that it is not. Rather, the
admission that the invoice price between Myanmar
and Singapore is much lower than the invoice price
between Singapore and Croatia raises further
suspicions that this is transfer mispricing in order to
avoid paying income tax in Myanmar.

©EIAimage
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Broken laws

Calculating the tax avoidance

Chapter X of the Special Goods Tax Law (2016) makes
clear it is illegal to provide incorrect information in
order to pay less of the tax. If a person wilfully evades
the payment of tax, they are liable for paying the sum
of the evaded tax again on top of the owed amount; if
they fail to do this, they can be imprisoned for up to
three years or pay a fine of up to one million kyat
($740). Since 1 October 2019, these provisions have been
26
replaced by the Tax Administration Law , which
penalises an exporter with a fine or imprisonment if it
negligently or intentionally underpays tax due to an
incorrect statement or omission in tax information.

Through analysing documents for other timber
shipments made available by the Croatian Ministry
of Agriculture, scrutiny of shipments of teak to other
countries in the EU (Text box 1) as well as analysis of
trade data from UNComtrade showing export and
import declarations between Myanmar and the rest
of the world, EIA has found evidence that the Special
Goods Tax and MCT is being systematically avoided,
costing the Myanmar Government millions of dollars
of lost tax revenue.

Declaring the wrong information in order to avoid the
Special Goods Tax is, therefore, a breach of the law in
Myanmar.
False export declarations are also a violation of
Myanmar customs law. Under Section 167 of the Sea
and Customs Act, an exporter can be penalised for
making a declaration to Myanmar Customs while
knowing the declaration is false or fraudulent.
On the information available to EIA, it cannot be ruled
out that the companies were making errors or that
Myanmar officials approved the exports while knowing
the products being cleared through customs did not
match the declarations. In those circumstances, the
companies involved may not be committing criminal
tax evasion. However, the mismatch between the
actual products being cleared and the codes being used
to declare them suggest at least that the Myanmar
Government is being deprived of a significant sum of
tax revenue due to taxes that ought to be paid on
exported timber products.

Text box 1.
The German connection – using public funds to buy illicit,
tax-evading timber

When comparing the declared exports of HS code 4407
from Yangon to various countries and declared imports
of HS code 4407 in these countries, it is possible to
estimate the amount of SGT and MCT that the
Myanmar exporters avoided paying. This information
is based on trade data available from the UNComtrade
27
database .
A review of the declared exports of timber products
from Myanmar to Croatia and Croatia’s declared
imports for 2018 and 2019 allows us to estimate that the
actual SGT paid was $96,476; based on the declared HS
code 4407 imports to Croatia from Myanmar, the amount
that should have been paid was an estimated $568,027.
In terms of MCT, the amount we calculate to have been
paid for 2018 and 2019 was $28,943, while the amount
that should have been paid was $852,041. Therefore, for
Myanmar timber exports to only Croatia for the period
2018-19, we calculate the total avoided tax to be
$1,294,649.
Below: The Port at Singapore. EIA was able to confirm multiple
shipments transited through Singapore.

In 2019, EIA was given additional sets of shipping
documents which appear to relate to an estimated
10 shipments of teak destined to be used for the
renovation of the Gorch Fock, a very high-profile
ship in the German Navy.
These documents have various things in common
with the documents EIA received from the
Croatian Ministry of Agriculture – namely, timber
originating in Myanmar in contravention of the
EUTR, incomplete documents that are far from
being sufficient to demonstrate due diligence and
also documents which had HS codes changing
along the chain of custody.
It is, however, difficult to get a complete picture for
the Gorch Fock-related shipments when compared
to those for Viator Pula. The key issue is that many
more of the documents are missing and they have
been heavily redacted.
Despite the gaps in the information, we are able to
conclude that of the 10 shipments associated with
Gorch Fock, two were from before January 2016,
when the Special Goods Tax (SGT) was introduced

14
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Above: The Gorch Fock tall ship of the German Navy.

in Myanmar. The HS codes for these two
shipments had the same HS code for all the
documents. The documents for six of the
remaining eight shipments had changes to the
HS code. In other words, it appears that the
differences in HS codes appeared after the SGT
was introduced.
The significance of these issues is amplified
further by the fact that the teak is used for an
important symbol of the German navy – the Gorch
Fock. The Gorch Fock is a Navy training vessel
built in 1958 and, since 2015, under refurbishment.
This refurbishment has already become somewhat
of a scandal, illustrated by the issue being raised in
the German Parliament. The scandal centres
around several alleged illegalities and hugely
escalating costs, as well as the use of teak from
Myanmar, and now we believe that the companies
involved, and also the German Navy, may have
benefitted from getting hold of timber for which
the appropriate customs taxes had been evaded.

15

When looking at this issue over a longer time period,
requiring complete trade data, we found this problem
has apparently been present for several years (Table 3).
For the 2016-19 period, when looking at EU28 the actual
SGT paid for HS code 4407 would have been an
estimated $2.5 million, whereas based on the declared
imports of HS code 4407 to the EU28 countries it should
have been more than $13.7 million.
For the MCT, we calculate the actual amount paid for
exports of 4407 and 4418 was slightly more than $1.6
million, while the amount that should have been paid
was nearly $21 million.

Above: The differences in value between the export declarations and
invoices could not be explained by additional shipping costs alone.

In 2019 Italy was the largest importer of both timber
products (4407 and 4418) in the EU. The next largest
importing countries in the EU were Croatia and
28
then Greece .

Analysis of the trade data also indicates that this issue
is not confined to exports to Croatia. The discrepancies
on a global level is shown in Table 2 for the year 2019.
In terms of avoided tax (SGT), this difference amounts
to nearly $6 million, while the avoided MCT for the
same year is nearly $14.8 million.

Finally, analysis of the trade data for the USA also tells
a similar story (Table 4). In this instance, during the
period 2016-19, we estimate that the Myanmar
companies avoided paying more than $4.1 million in
SGT during that period. In the same period, they would
have also avoided paying over $5.4 million in MCT.

Table 2: Declared exports and imports HS codes 4407 and 4418 Myanmar and world for 2019
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HS Code

Weight (kg)

Value $

Myanmar

Export

World

4407

35,414,138

43,525,889

World

Import

Myanmar

4407

125,608,045

154,674,162

Myanmar

Export

World

4418

33,756,435

68,549,248

World

Import

Myanmar

4418

3,744,094

5,422,012

Table 3: Declared exports and imports HS codes 4407 and 4418 Myanmar and EU28 for 2016-19 30

HS Code

Weight (kg)

Value $

Myanmar

Export

EU 28

4407

16,566,050

25,402,179

EU 28

Import

Myanmar

4407

23,675,948

137,724,283

Myanmar

Export

EU 28

4418

6,120,069

28,525,564

EU 28

Import

Myanmar

4418

376,064

1,720,307

Table 4: Declared exports and imports HS codes 4407 and 4418 Myanmar and USA for 2016-19 31
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HS Code

Weight (kg)

Value $

Myanmar

Export

USA

4407

7,127,134

10,070,575

USA

Import

Myanmar

4407

45,552,319

51,945,679

Myanmar

Export

USA

4418

1,283,090

6,251,253

USA

Import

Myanmar

4418

233,102

526,115

Environmental Investigation Agency

Implications
The EUTR prohibits European timber operators (such as
Viator Pula) from placing illegally harvested timber on
the market and requires them to conduct due diligence
to assess and mitigate risks that the timber was
illegally harvested. Illegally harvested timber is defined
to include breaches of legislation related to “trade and
customs, as far as the timber sector is concerned”.
Customs taxes and laws related to the export of timber
from Myanmar clearly fit this definition for illegally
harvested timber. This is especially so when the special
goods tax for export is applied to timber. On that basis,
where customs forms are incorrectly filled out for
shipments of timber to avoid paying the special goods
tax, the timber is rendered “illegally harvested” under
the EUTR.
Based on the reasoning above, all of the timber declared
as teak board (HS code 4407) when entering Croatia but
declared with the HS code 4418 when exiting Myanmar
is illegally harvested and therefore placed on the
European market in violation of Article 4 of the EUTR.
At the very least, the changes in HS code declarations
and product descriptions from Myanmar to Croatia
present a clear risk that the Special Goods Tax is not
being paid on these teak exports from Myanmar.
The risk is compounded by the pattern of declarations
in trade data showing large quantities of timber being
declared as more processed when it leaves Myanmar
than when it arrives in other countries.
Companies trading in Myanmar timber could take
steps to mitigate these risks, for example by obtaining
receipts or transaction records showing the correct
amount of tax has been paid to the Myanmar
Government and presenting those as a part of their due
diligence system. A specific example would be the tax
TAXING QUESTIONS

payment receipt confirmation (RCC) mentioned in the
explanation of Myanmar’s customs procedures in the
32
Myanmar Trade Portal . EIA has not seen such records
in the documentation we have viewed.
In addition, based on EIA’s analysis of the trade data
showing the differences in declarations between
Myanmar and importing countries, this tax evasion
appears to be structural and occurring for exports to
many different countries.
The USA’s Lacey Act makes it an offence to import any
plant that has been transported without the payment of
appropriate taxes required for the plant by any foreign
law. Notably, this does not require the company to have
committed an offence of criminal tax evasion, it merely
requires that the appropriate tax was not paid.
This means the mere fact of an incorrect declaration of
the HS code, resulting in underpayment of tax in
Myanmar, would render the timber imported into the
USA illegal.
All EU and US companies trading in Myanmar teak will
be wrongly benefitting from this scheme in two ways.
The first is that the price of their timber will be lower
than it ought to be, because they will be saving the cost
of the tax, undermining responsible businesses. The
second is that the scheme is unfairly undermining
Myanmar’s attempts to encourage added-value timber
products rather than continuing to rely on raw or sawn
timber exports. This means EU and US companies do
not have to compete with added-value industry in
Myanmar and will also likely keep prices of timber
lower for them as industry in Myanmar is not
demanding the timber they are using.

Above: The European Parliament building. Brussels, Belgium.
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Going forward and recommendations

References

In February 2020, Myanmar was designated a “jurisdiction under
increased monitoring – with Strategic Deficiencies” by the
Financial Action 33Task Force (FATF) due to increased money
laundering risks.

1. To export teak from Myanmar, domestic private
companies must first purchase it from the State-owned
MTE.

Myanmar has made commitments to strengthen the
effectiveness of its anti-money laundering regime in
order to improve its FATF status. These include
commitments to investigate money laundering in line
with risks and to demonstrate investigation of
34
transnational money laundering cases .
The possible tax evasion by timber exporters presents
Myanmar with an opportunity to take steps on these
commitments. Tax evasion is typically treated as a
predicate offence for money laundering and the use of
Singaporean bank accounts to receive payments where
tax is unpaid presents an opportunity for Myanmar to
investigate tax evasion and transnational money
laundering by coordinating with authorities in Singapore.

Another avenue to address the tax evasion in the
exports of Myanmar timber is through the Extractive
35
Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) , of which
Myanmar has been a member since 2014.
EITI is a global standard to promote the open and
36
accountable management of extractive resources .
It requires the disclosure of information along the
value chain from the point of extraction to revenue
allocation, including to government offices and the
general public. Myanmar’s commitment to EITI is
partly to increase its tax revenue, ensuring that
appropriate taxes and royalties are being paid in the
sector. By addressing the findings shared in this
briefing, Myanmar can demonstrate its commitment
to EITI.

Myanmar can also coordinate with authorities in
Europe by confirming cases of tax evasion as a
predicate offence under the EUTR.

Recommendations
EIA recommends the following to EUTR competent authorities:
• Investigate and, where appropriate, prosecute suspected instances of tax evasion by suppliers of timber
leading to breaches of Articles 4 and 6 of the EUTR by European operators
• Require due diligence systems to include tax receipts or other evidence of tax payments where invoices for
timber are for payment into countries that are not the origin country of the timber
• Require due diligence systems to include tax receipts or other evidence of tax payments where harmonised
system codes change between country of export and country of import
Myanmar Customs Department and Internal Revenue Department:

• Coordinate with authorities in Europe and Singapore to investigate instances of trade-based tax evasion,
money laundering and violations of the EUTR
Myanmar Financial Intelligence Unit:
• Launch an investigation into financial flows linked to tax avoidance and corruption in the export of
Myanmar teak
US Department of Justice:
• Investigate possible violations of the Lacey Act where taxes on timber exports have not been paid
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